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Abstract
Monocular depth estimation is a fundamental task for

computer vision. However, its robustness to unseen data,
especially images from different datasets that become as ad-
versarial examples, is less explored. This work focuses on
indoor monocular depth prediction. We leverage gradient-
based meta-learning for higher robustness on zero-shot
cross-dataset inference. Unlike the most-studied image clas-
sification in meta-learning, depth is pixel-level continuous
range values, and mappings from each image to depth vary
widely across environments. Thus no explicit task bound-
aries exist. We instead propose fine-grained task that treats
each RGB-D pair as a task in our meta-optimization. We
first show meta-learning on limited data induces much better
prior (max +29.4%). Using meta-learned weights as initial-
ization, without extra data or information, it shows higher
robustness that consistently outperforms baselines.

1. Introduction and Backgrounds
Extending model robustness to open domains is neces-

sary for a practical depth estimator applied to real-world
applications. Unlike most previous research for monocu-
lar depth estimation [1, 2, 8, 10–16, 20, 30–32] that focuses
only on training and testing on a single dataset, we purpose
to gear those existing model architecture, either general or
dedicated for depth estimation porpose, with higher model
generalizability to attain higher robustness.

Meta-Learning principles [7, 25] illustrate an oracle for
learning how to learn. Inspired by meta-learning’s advan-
tages of domain generalizability, training robust models to
achieve better results on unknown domains, usually learned
from limited-source data [3, 4, 9, 18], we pioneer to dig into
how meta-learning applies to single-image depth estimation.
The common meat-learning problem setup follows few-shot
multitask settings, where a task represents a distribution to
sample data from, and most tasks are designed for image
classification [9]. Unlike those works, we study a more
complex problem of depth estimation: the difficulties lie in
per-pixel and continuous range values as outputs, in contrast
to global and discrete outputs for image classification. Even
for the same environments, images and depth captures can
vary greatly, such as adjacent frames for a close-view object

can be large room spaces. This observation indicates that our
tasks are without clear task boundaries under meta-learning’s
context [6]. Thus, we propose to treat each training sample
as a fine-grained task.

We follow the gradient-based meta-learning, which
adopts a meta-optimizer and a base-optimizer [3, 18]. The
base-optimizer explores multiple inner steps to find weight-
updating directions. Then the meta-optimizer updates the
meta-parameters following the explored trends. After few
epochs of bilevel training, we learn a mapping function
θprior from image to depth. It becomes better initialization
for the subsequent supervised learning (Fig. 1). Note that
meta-learning and the following supervised learning operate
on the same training set without using extra data.

We show that meta-learning induces a prior with higher
robustness to unseen datasets. To validate gain brought
by meta-learning, we adopt multiple popular indoor datasets
[19, 23, 27, 28] and devise protocols for zero-shot cross-
dataset evaluation. This greatly differs from most previous
works focusing only on intra-dataset evaluation, training and
testing on a single dataset.

We first operate on limited data variety where meta-
learning has at most 29.4% improvements, benefited by
meta-learning’s few-shot advantages. Then we go beyond
limited scenes and train on datasets of a wide variety to
validate our performance gain on larger-scale datasets for
practical applications. We qualitatively and quantitatively
show consistently superior performance by meta-learning on
various network structures.
Contributions:
• The first method to apply meta-learning on pure single-

image depth estimation to gain higher robustness without
using additional training data, side information, or pre-
trained networks.

• A novel fine-grained task concept in meta-learning to over-
come the challenging single-image setting without obvious
task boundaries. This becomes an empirical study for a
complicated and practical target in meta-learning.

• Extensive experiments of zero-shot cross-dataset evalua-
tion of indoor scenes to faithfully evaluate a model’s ro-
bustness and generalizability, and results show consistently
better performance using the meta-initialization strategy.



2. Methods

2.1. Limited-Data Monocular Depth Estimation

A model needs to distinguish depth-relevant and depth-
irrelevant low-level cues for accurate estimation. The former
shows color or radiance changes at object boundaries, and
for the latter, geometry is invariant to color changes, such as
decoration or object textures.

Limited-data impose challenges for robust estimation. It
heavily relies on sufficient scene variety in training data,
which demonstrate mappings from images to depth and en-
able learning from global context to suppress high-frequency
depth-irrelevant cues. To gain robustness without using ex-
tra data, we exploit meta-learning’s few-shot advantage and
attain higher generalizability. Then we propose fine-grained
task to adapt meta-learning to single-image depth estimation.

2.2. Single RGB-D Pair as Fine-Grained Task
Definition. Single-image depth prediction learns a function
fθ : I → D, parameterized by θ, to map from imagery
to depth. A training set (Itrain, Dtrain), containing image
I ∈ Itrain and associated depth map D ∈ Dtrain, is used to
train a model. In a minibatch with size K, each pair (Ii, Di),
∀i ∈ [1,K] is treated as a fine-grained task. Fine-grained
tasks are mutual-exclusive: no two scenes sampled from the
meta-distribution, i.e., the whole RGB-D dataset, share the
same scene appearance and depth relation. Proof: assume
we have two different scene images I1 and I2, and each
contains sets of regions R1 and R2. The null set ϕ /∈ R−,
where R− = (R1 − R2) ∪ (R2 − R1) that contains regions
appear only in either I1 or I2, since I1 and I2 are different
frames and inevitably capture different regions. Thus, any
two scenes have different appearance and depth relations.
Difference with task in meta-learning. Fine-grained tasks
are different from tasks in most-used meta-learning or few-
shot learning usages [3], where a task contains data distri-
bution and batches are sampled from it. Fine-grained tasks
do not contain data distribution but are sampled from meta-
distribution, the whole RGB-D dataset. For example, a nav-
igating agent captures image and depth pairs. The RGB-D
pairs are sampled from the meta-distribution.
Design. Each fine-grained task is used to learn on the spe-
cific RGB-D pair. The design is motivated by the fact that
appearance and depth variation can be high. A view looking
at small desk objects and a view of large room spaces are
highly dissimilar in contents and ranges. Mappings from
their scene appearance to range values are different. Still,
they can be captured in the same environment or even in
neighboring frames. This contrasts with image classification
where class samples share a common label. The observation
explains why we treat each RGB-D pair as a fine-grained
task instead of each environment.

2.3. Meta-Initialization on Depth from Single Image

We describe our approach based on gradient-based meta-
learning to learn a good initialization (Fig. 1).
Prior learning stage. In the first prior learning stage, we
adopt a meta-optimizer and a base-optimizer. In each meta-
iteration, K fine-grained tasks as a minibatch are sampled
from the whole training set: (Ii, Di) ∼ (Itrain,Dtrain),
∀i ∈ [1,K]. Then we take L steps to explore gradi-
ent directions that minimize the regression loss and get
(θ1expl, θ

2
expl, ..., θ

L
expl):

θiexpl ← θi−1
expl − α 1

K∇θ

∑
k∈[1,K] Lreg(Ik, Dk; θ

i−1
expl),∀i ∈ [1, L].

(1)After the L-step exploration, we update the meta-parameters
using Reptile style [18], i.e., following the explored weight
updating direction in the inner steps.

θjmeta ← θj−1
meta − β(θj−1

meta − θLexpl), (2)

where α and β are respective learning rates. i and j denote
inner and meta-iterations.

Compared with MAML [3], we find Reptile is more suit-
able for training for fine-grained tasks. First, as mentioned
in Reptile’s paper [18], it is designed without support and
query set split, and thus it inherently does not require multi-
ple data samples in a task, which matches our fine-grained
task definition. Next, first-order MAML computes gradients
on the query set at the last inner step θLexpl to update meta-
parameters. However, only one sample exists in each fine-
grained task, and each fine-grained task is mutual-exclusive
and can differ greatly, depending on R−. Thus, if taking ex-
ploration on a support split and computing gradients on the
query split, but the support and query samples do not share
common components, the gradients are nearly random and
prevent from converging. By contrast, Reptile does not entail
support and query split or require common components be-
tween samples, so it stabilizes training towards convergence
and becomes the choice.
Supervised learning stage. Prior knowledge θprior is
learned after the first stage. We treat it as the initialization
for the subsequent supervised learning with conventional
stochastic gradient descent to minimize the regression loss.

θ∗ ← min
θ
Lreg(Itrain,Dtrain|θprior). (3)

Last, test set (Itest,Dtest) is used to evaluate performance
of θ∗. We show the pseudo-code and organized algo-
rithm in Supplementary (Supp) Sec.G. The implementation
only needs a few-line codes as plugins to depth estimation
frameworks, which benefits higher model generalizability as
shown in later experiments.
Difference with other learning strategies. Compared with
widely-used pretraining that requires multiple data sources
to gain generalizability [21, 22, 29], both the prior learning
and supervised learning stages operate on the same dataset
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Figure 1. Meta-Initialization for learning image-to-depth mappings. The prior learning stage adopts a base-optimizer and a meta-
optimizer. Inside each meta-iteration, K fine-grained tasks are sampled and used to minimize regression loss. L steps are taken by the
base-optimizer to search for weight update directions for these K tasks. Then, the meta-optimizer follows the explored inner trends to
update meta-parameters in the Reptile style [18]. Image-to-depth prior θprior is output at the end of the stage. θprior is then used as the
initialization for the subsequent supervised learning for the final model θ∗.

without access to extra data or off-the-shelf models. Thus,
they are free from those burdens.

Compared with simple gradient accumulation [24], where
gradients are accumulated for several batches and then used
to update parameters only once, the bilevel optimization
keeps updating the inner-parameters every step in L to find
the local niche for the current batch. Besides, gradient ac-
cumulation has the effect of large batch size, which might
cause overfitting and degrade model generalizability.

2.4. Strategy and Explanation

Meta-Initialization. We next analyze meta-learning behav-
ior with fine-grained task. Inside each meta-iteration, the
base-learner explores the neighborhood with L-step using K
fine-grained tasks. Compared with simple single-step update,
the meta-update can be seen as first taking L-step amortized
gradient descent with a lower learning rate to delicately ex-
plore local loss manifolds, then updating meta-parameters by
trends shown in the inner steps with a step size β towards θL.
θprior after the prior learning may underfit the training set
since the algorithm suggests not wholly following optimal
gradients for each batch but with a β for control. However, it
avoids overfitting to seen RGB-D pairs and forces the inner
exploration to reach higher-level image-to-depth understand-
ing. θprior then becomes good initialization for downstream
RGB-D learning.
Progressive learning perspective. Meta-initialization can
be seen as progressive learning on a training set. At the
first stage, meta-learning benefits learning coarse but smooth

Figure 2. Analysis on scene variety and model generalizability.
(A) shows limited training scenes constrain learning image-to-depth
mappings, with an extreme case (A2) for only one training image.
(B) shows though a model (A4) fits well on training scenes, it still
cannot generalize to unseen seen, especially wall paintings with
many depth-irrelevant cues. Meta-initialization attains better model
generalizability.

depth from global context. In Supp Fig. S3 we apply the first-
stage meta-learning compared to direct supervised learning
on a dataset of limited scene variety. Meta-learning esti-
mates smooth depth shapes and is free from irregularity
that direct supervised learning encounters. The irregularity
indicates the dataset did not provide sufficient scene vari-
ety that demonstrates how images map to depth in various
environments to learn smooth depth from global context.
Consequently, only local high-frequency cues show. To illus-
trate, if only sparse and irrelevant scene images are presented,



Table 1. Generalizability with different scene variety. We
compare single-stage meta-learning (Meta) and direct supervised
learning (DSL) using ConvNeXt-Base. → specifies train and test
datasets. Replica and HM3D respectively hold lower and higher
scene variety for training. Meta-Learning has much larger improve-
ments especially trained on low scene-variety Replica.

Replica → VA HM3D → VA
Method MAE AbsRel RMSE MAE AbsRel RMSE
DSL 0.718 0.538 1.078 0.544 0.456 0.715
Meta 0.548 0.430 0.761 0.427 0.369 0.603

-23.6% -20.1% -29.4% -21.5% -19.1% -15.7%

finding a function that satisfactorily fits those scenes with
smooth depth from global context is hard. See Fig. 2. The
irregularity occurs especially at cluttered objects or surface
textured areas, since those depth-irrelevant local cues are
barely suppressed. In summary, the progressive fashion first
learns coarse but smooth depth by θprior. Then, the network
learns finer depth at the second supervised stage.

3. Experiments
Aims. We validate our meta-initialization with the ques-

tions. Q1 Can meta-learning improve learning image-to-
depth mapping on limited scene-variety datasets? (Sec. 3.1)
Q2 How does meta-initialization help zero-shot cross-dataset
generalization? (Sec. 3.2) We use ResNet [5] and ConvNeXt
[17] as backbones. See Supp Sec.F for training settings.
Datasets: We adopt high scene-variety HM3D [19] and
Hypersim [23] as training sets and use Replica [27], VA
[28], NYUv2 [26]as test sets. Details, exemplar data, and
evaluation metrics are given in Supp Sec.B and F.

3.1. Meta-Learning on Limited Scene Variety
We first show how a single-stage meta-learning (only

prior learning) performs. We train N=15 epochs of meta-
learning and compare with 15 epochs of direct super-
vised learning where both training pieces converge already.
Replica Dataset of limited scene variety is used to verify
gain on limited sources. We numerically show generaliz-
ability to unseen datasets. HM3D (high scene variety) and
Replica (low scene variety) are used as training sets and
VA is used for testing. Table 1 shows that models trained
by single-stage meta-learning substantially outperform di-
rect supervised learning with 15.7%-29.4% improvements.
The advantage is more evident when trained on lower scene-
variety Replica, which matches meta-learning’s advantages
on few-shot learning.

3.2. Meta-Initialization on Higher Scene Variety
We next train full meta-initialization algorithm. In the

section, go beyond limited sources and train on higher
scene-variety datasets. Intuitively, higher scene variety helps
supervised learning attain better depth prediction and might
diminish meta-learning’s advantages of few-shot and low-
source learning. However, such studies are practical for

Table 2. Zero-Shot cross-dataset evaluation using meta-
initialization. Comparison is drawn between without meta-
initialization (no marks, ImageNet-initialization) and with our meta-
initialization (Meta) using different sizes ConvNeXt. Results of
”+Meta” are consistently better.

Hypersim → VA MAE AbsRel RMSE δ1 δ2 δ3
ConvNeXt-small 0.291 0.215 0.404 68.5 90.8 96.7
ConvNeXt-small + Meta 0.280 0.207 0.398 70.4 91.3 97.0
ConvNeXt-base 0.275 0.201 0.393 71.3 91.8 97.3
ConvNeXt-base + Meta 0.259 0.194 0.365 72.8 92.8 97.8
ConvNeXt-large 0.263 0.198 0.369 73.0 92.0 97.1
ConvNeXt-large + Meta 0.248 0.183 0.355 74.6 93.5 97.8

Hypersim → NYUv2 MAE AbsRel RMSE δ1 δ2 δ3
ConvNeXt-small 0.434 0.165 0.598 75.7 94.3 98.5
ConvNeXt-small + Meta 0.415 0.155 0.575 77.8 95.1 98.8
ConvNeXt-base 0.396 0.150 0.549 79.6 95.6 98.9
ConvNeXt-base + Meta 0.386 0.141 0.524 80.3 96.0 99.0
ConvNeXt-large 0.389 0.149 0.542 79.8 95.6 98.8
ConvNeXt-large + Meta 0.375 0.140 0.517 81.2 96.2 99.1

Hypersim → Replica MAE AbsRel RMSE δ1 δ2 δ3
ConvNeXt-small 0.307 0.189 0.417 72.4 92.1 97.5
ConvNeXt-small + Meta 0.294 0.178 0.404 74.5 92.7 97.5
ConvNeXt-base 0.312 0.185 0.429 74.1 92.6 97.4
ConvNeXt-base + Meta 0.288 0.173 0.399 75.6 93.3 97.9
ConvNeXt-large 0.285 0.172 0.394 75.8 93.2 97.7
ConvNeXt-large + Meta 0.273 0.165 0.380 77.0 94.0 98.1

validating meta-learning in real-world applications. High
scene-variety and larger-size synthetic datasets, Hypersim
and HM3D, are used as training sets. VA, Replica, and
NYUv2 serve as testing, and their evaluations are capped
at 10m. We median-scale prediction to groundtruth in the
protocol to compensate for different camera intrinsic.

In Table 2, compared with ImageNet-initialization, meta-
initialization consistently improves in nearly all the metrics,
especially δ1 (averagely +1.97 points). The gain comes
from that meta-prior attains a better image-to-depth map-
ping. Conditioned on the initialization, the learning better
calibrates to open-world image-to-depth relation hence gen-
eralizes better to unseen scenes. We further apply meta-
initialization to dedicated architecture for depth and show
consistently better results. See Supp Sec. H for more qualita-
tive and quantitative results and studies on depth-supervised
NeRF and Supp. Sec. C for detailed related work.

4. Conclusion and Limitation
From depth’s perspective, this work studies a learning

scheme to gain robustness without extra data or constraints.
We further propose a zero-shot cross-dataset protocol to at-
tend to in-the-wild robustness that most prior works overlook.
From meta-learnings’s view, we propose fine-grained task
to overcome the lacks of affinity in sparse and irrelevant
sampled images. Further we study a complex single-image
real-valued regression problem rather than widely-studied
classification.

The work is at the intersection of the two research fields
and we hope it drives the dual-stream research development.
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